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In Free Digging Gold to Saving Souls, Brian Frame introduces readers for the first time to the California Mennonites. Drawing on his thirty years of research, Frame provides an inside look at this period in history, when the Mennonites were an integral part of early California life. They were members of the church, farmers, ranchers, teachers, and early Christians who were a part of the California heritage. The book tells the story of the Mennonite experience in the regions of the western United States, focusing on the California experience. The book is illustrated with maps and photographs, including a close-up of a Mennonite church building. It is an important contribution to the understanding of the Mennonite experience in the United States.

In Education: The Shaping of Citizenship and Culture in Modern America by James D. Close, the author examines the ways in which education has contributed to the development of citizenship and culture in modern America. Close argues that education has played a critical role in shaping the lives of individuals and communities, and that it has been an important force in the formation of modern American society. The book is organized around four major themes: the role of education in the formation of citizenship, the relationship between education and culture, the impact of education on social change, and the future of education in modern America. Throughout the book, Close draws on a wide range of sources, including historical documents, statistical data, and interviews with educators and policymakers, to provide a comprehensive and nuanced analysis of the role of education in modern America.

The Naked Anabaptist by John Roth 2007 This book provides an informative survey of recent scholarship on the Radical Reformation, from the 1520s to the end of the sixteenth century, its varied and distinctive theological convictions, and its ongoing challenges to and influence on modern Christianity. The book is divided into four major units. The first section explores the Old Testament. The second section provides an overview of the New Testament. The third section examines the early church and its history, and the fourth section looks at the development of Christian thought. Throughout the book, Roth provides a comprehensive and balanced analysis of the Radical Reformation, and he identifies key figures, events, and trends that shaped the movement.

The Anabaptist Story by John J. Mueller 2007 Here, a team of award-winning teaching scholars has come together to provide an introductory text that offers a truly unique and innovative contribution to the discipline of theological studies. The book is divided into five major sections. The first section introduces the reader to the key concepts and practices of Anabaptist thought, while the second section explores the history of Anabaptist thought and its development over time. The third section examines the Anabaptists in their historical context, and the fourth section looks at the ongoing influence of Anabaptism on modern Christianity. The fifth section explores the contemporary relevance of Anabaptist thought, and it provides an in-depth analysis of the theme of nonviolence in Anabaptist thought. Throughout the book, the authors provide a comprehensive and balanced analysis of the Anabaptist movement, and they identify key figures, events, and trends that shaped the movement.

Anabaptist Essentials Palmer Beach 2013-07-01 What is the essence of Anabaptism? Stories, symbols, and icons. The Anabaptist movement is a central theme in the history of Christianity, and this book provides an informative and engaging introduction to the movement. The book is divided into three major sections. The first section explores the history of Anabaptism, and it provides a comprehensive and balanced analysis of the movement's origins, development, and influence. The second section examines the key concepts and practices of Anabaptist thought, and it provides a detailed analysis of the core beliefs and values of the movement. The third section looks at the Anabaptists in their historical context, and it explores the ways in which the movement was shaped by its social, political, and cultural environment. Throughout the book, the authors provide a comprehensive and balanced analysis of the Anabaptist movement, and they identify key figures, events, and trends that shaped the movement.
Anabaptism in Outline
Walter Klaassen 1981

Walter Klaassen gathered and translated this comprehensive book of selections drawn from writings and statements of 37 sixteenth-century Anabaptists. The selections are arranged under topics such as Baptism; Church; Nonresistance; Jesus the Word; Government; Cross, Suffering, and Discipleship; and Relations to Other Christians.

Introduction to the History of Christianity
Timothy Dowley 2018-06-01

Now in its third edition, Tim Dowley’s masterful one-volume survey of church history has an updated design and new content, particularly in the section covering most recent Christian history. The inviting full-color format includes many new images and updated maps, while maintaining many of the features that made the second edition a popular volume for the classroom. Dowley has assembled a global cast of respected scholars to write the full story of the rise of the Christian faith and to provide a rounded picture of the worldwide development of Christianity. The volume has been praised as accurate, scholarly, and balanced. Its accessible text is supported by detailed timelines, maps, profiles of key figures in Christianity, colorful images, and a complete glossary. Each section includes questions for discussion.
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The Reformation Theologians
Carter Lindberg 2001-12-21

The Reformation Theologians introduces the theological context, thought, and contributions of selected theologians of the sixteenth-century Reformations to students and scholars of the theology and history of Christianity. The selection intends to provide an inclusive range of theologians as possible within the limits of a single text of reasonable length. An ideal introduction to the ideas and contribution of key theologians of the sixteenth-century Reformation. Explores a wide range of ideas and theologians within just one volume. The contributors to this volume are internationally established scholars in the fields of historical and systematic theology.

Desiring Martyrs
Harry O. Maier 2020-12-16

Martyrs create space and time through the actions they take, the fate they suffer, the stories they prompt, the cultural narratives against which they take place and the reinterpreting of their tales in different places and contexts. The title “Desiring Martyrs” is meant in two senses. First, it refers to protagonists and antagonists of the Martyrdom narratives who as literary characters seek martyrs and the way they inscribe certain kinds of cultural and social desire. Second, it describes the later celebrations of martyrs via narrative, martyrdom acts, monuments, inscriptions, martyria, liturgical commemoration, pilgrimage, etc. Here there is a cultural desire to tell or remember a particular kind of story about the past that serves particular communal interests and goals. By applying the spatial turn to these ancient texts the volume seeks to advance a still nascent social geographical understanding of emergent Christian and Jewish martyrdom. It explains how martyr narratives engage pre-existing time-space configurations to result in new appropriations of earlier traditions.

Postsecular History
Maxwell Kennel 2021-11-13

This book explores how contemporary approaches to the meaning of time and history follow patterns that are simultaneously political and theological. Even after postsecular critiques of Christianity, religion, and secularity, many influential ways of dividing time and history continue to be formed by providential narratives that mediate between experience and expectation in movements from promise to fulfilment. In response to persistent theological influences within ostensibly secular ways of understanding time and history, Postsecular History revisits and revises the concept of periodization by tracing powerful efforts to divide time into past, present, and future, and by critiquing historical partitions between the Reformation and Enlightenment. Developing a postsecular critique of theopolitical periodization in six chapters, Postsecular History questions how relations of possession, novelty, freedom, and instrumentality implied in the prefix ‘post’ are reproduced in postsecular discourses and the field of political theology.

Christianity and Ethnicity in Canada
Paul Bramadat 2008

In Christianity and Ethnicity in Canada, eleven scholars explore the complex relationships between religious and ethnic identity within the nine major Christian traditions in Canada.